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By adding just one edge at a time, we an for a given permutation of edges determine exa tly whi h edge auses a graph to be ome
un olorable. In addition, we tra k the development of frozen pairs, that
is pairs whi h must be the same olor under all three olorings of the
graph. We all this measurement pro ess the frozen development pro ess.
This set of pairs shows an explosive jump just at the threshold. By
identifying pairs of verti es that are frozen, we reate a ollapsed graph,
whi h has the same set of 3- olorings. Corresponding to the jump in
frozen pairs, there is an ex eedingly rapid ollapse of this graph near the
phase transition. It is this sudden freezing that auses the threshold. The
eviden e supports the ontention that there is a sudden (dis ontinuous
in the limit) hange in the frozenness with respe t to 3- oloring.
However, we also argue that if the measure were to be taken with respe t
to minimization of violated edges, then this sudden drop would mostly
disappear. The eviden e for this omes from measures showing large
(on average) sets of edges su h that removing any one of them from
the threshold graph would result in a distin t set of 3- olorings. This
ould explain the dis repan y between the jump we observe and the la k
thereof in ertain statisti al me hani al analyses of the 3- oloring phase
transition.
Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

A phase transition has been identi ed for many NP- omplete problems and is
frequently orrelated with a high frequen y of hard instan es. This ontrasts with
randomly hosen instan es from other regions of the problem spa e, where most
often su h instan es are easy. Re ently the te hniques of statisti al me hani s
has been applied to the analysis of this transition, and has yielded insights into
the nature of the region and its relation to hardness. (See [3℄ for an overview
and many referen es).
One of the more re ent e orts has been the identi ation of the nature of
the order parameter at the transition. In some problems (k -SAT, k > 2) there
is eviden e that this parameter is dis ontinuous [5, 7℄. These problems typi ally
have a high frequen y of hard instan es. On the other hand problems with a
ontinuous parameter tend not to have a high frequen y of hard instan es. This
has been explored most thoroughly in the ase of 2 + P -SAT [6, 7℄. For the
Hamiltonian Cy le problem, the order parameter may also be ontinuous [9℄
whi h orresponds to a very low frequen y of hard instan es at the transition
[8℄.
For SAT one measure of the order parameter is the ba kbone [7℄ whi h is the
number of variables that are frozen to a parti ular value under all satisfying
assignments. For k -SAT, k > 2, the eviden e indi ates that this measure jumps
from zero to a xed fra tion of the n variables at the transition. Similarly, for
Hamiltonian Cy le we an use as variables the number of edges that must appear
in all Hamiltonian Cy les of the graph. In ontrast to the K -SAT ase, only a
few edges are frozen in satis able instan es at the transition.
For k - oloring (we onsider k = 3 almost ex lusively in this do ument) it is
more diÆ ult to de ne and measure the order parameter, due in large part to
the symmetry of the solutions. However, it is lear that if we add an edge to a
olorable graph and it then be omes un olorable, then in the graph without the
edge the pair of verti es must have been olored with the same olor in every
oloring of the graph. Su h a pair we refer to as frozen-out for reasons that will
be ome apparent in the next se tion. We adopt the number of su h pairs as our
ba kbone, an approximation to the order parameter for oloring, as it mimi s
most losely the ba kbones used in other problems.
What we nd is that this ba kbone shows strong eviden e of a dis ontinuous
jump at the transition. This appears to di er from rst attempts at a theoreti al
analysis[9℄. In the last se tion we attempt to provide a reason, based on further
empiri al analysis.
In a followup report we will show by further experiments that for 3- oloring
there is a high frequen y of (exponentially) hard instan es at the transition,
whi h would orrespond to urrent hypotheses orrelating a dis ontinuity to
hard instan es.
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The

ollapse under 3- oloring

The frozen development pro ess for dete ting the threshold for oloring and
taking measures of how frozen the oloring is works as follows:3

Generate a random sequen e (permutation) S of all n2 pairs of verti es.
Let G = (V; E) be an empty graph on n verti es
For 1  i  n2
Add edge Si to E
If G is not-k - olorable
return G and i.
# i is the threshold index for this S
# G is the threshold graph for this S
Exit

By taking a large sample of su h sequen es we an get an a urate estimate
of the threshold.
However, we an gain signi antly more information. Basi ally as ea h Si is
added, assuming the graph is still k - olorable, we s an forward and determine all
those pairs whi h are olored the same under all olorings. That is, ea h remaining unfrozen pair (x; y ) is tested and re orded as frozen-out at index fo (x; y ) = i
i for every oloring of G [x℄ = [y ℄. The name frozen-out means that this
edge annot be in any k - olorable graph ontaining all the edges up to index i
in sequen e S .
To determine whether a pair is frozen-out under all olorings, we temporarily
add an edge and see if the graph G + fx; y g is still k - olorable. If not then the
pair is frozen-out. After the test the edge is deleted and we move on to the next.
When the threshold is found we may add to our statisti s the number of edges
frozen-out at ea h i.
From our empiri al studies typi ally, just before the threshold, there is a
sequen e of maybe 1{5 edges whi h when added ause on average 16% or more
of the pairs to be frozen-out; the typi al big jump we might expe t.
Similarly, we an measure for ea h i the number of pairs (x; y ) su h that for
all olorings [x℄ 6= [y ℄.4 Su h a pair is said to be frozen-in. To test whether
the pair (x; y ) is frozen-in, we merge x to y . A merge requires y to be deleted
and then for every edge fy; z g that was in G, we add an edge fx; z g to G Æ (xy )
3

4

Implementation detail: in fa t we do a binary sear h for the threshold whi h
means we only need to do O(log n) alls to the oloring program instead
of O(n2 ). Other savings are possible for the rest of the frozen development pro ess, we only present the on eptual framework here. See APES report
13 at http://www. s.strath.a .uk/~apes/apesreports.html for a more omplete
des ription.
Trivially, the pair Si is one pair frozen-in sin e it has just been added as an edge.
However, we want to keep edges separate, so the number we ompute depends only
on pairs with index greater than i.

if it is not already present. If G Æ (xy ) is not k - olorable then the pair (x; y ) is
frozen-in.
Note that frozen-in is not quite the omplement of frozen-out. When a pair
is frozen-out it annot appear in a k - olorable graph whi h is a super graph of
the urrent one. When a pair is frozen-in it means we are free to add it to any
k- olorable super-graph of the urrent graph. Its addition will make no di eren e
to the set of legal olorings of any k - olorable super-graph. Thus, we an skip
adding these edges, be ause they simply do not matter to the set of olorings.5
In pra ti e we do not want to stop measurement at the threshold index; after
all if some other edge had o urred at this point in the sequen e we might be
able to keep on going.
In the full frozen development method when a pair Si is added as an edge
that renders the graph non-k - olorable, then the edge is deleted and we move
on to the next edge. This gives us a way to smoothly extend frozen measures
beyond the threshold until all pairs are either an edge, frozen-out, or frozen-in.
At that point, the graph is a maximal k - olorable graph.
In gure 1 we show how the number of frozen-out pairs grows as the edge
density in reases. This is learly typi al of a phase transition, and the sharpness
suggests that there will be a dis ontinuity at n = 1. The range over whi h these
urves are plotted is the entire range over whi h any di eren e in the number of
frozen-out or frozen-in pairs o urred. For the larger values of n it is of ourse a
tiny fra tion of the set of n2 pairs. Bollobas em et al[1℄ showed that
8
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where m = n=2(ln n + ln ln n + n ).
For 3- oloring, learly a pair annot be frozen-out unless ea h vertex in the
pair has degree at least two. In gure 2 we plot the index of the last edge indu ing
a frozen pair against the value predi ted by the Bollobas et al formula and against
the natural log of n.
One potential obje tion to using the number of frozen pairs as a measure of
the big jump is due to transitivity. Let Y be the set of verti es whi h appear
in a pair with y whi h is frozen-out. We de ne X similarly with respe t to
vertex x and assume that in the urrent G the pair (x; y ) is not yet frozen. As
a onsequen e X and Y form two equivalen e lasses with respe t to frozenness. Over all verti es, frozen-out de nes an equivalen e relation that partitions
the verti es into lasses. Ea h lass is a set of verti es that are all for ed to
take the same olor under every oloring of the graph G. Be ause oloring is a
monotoni property, this partition is a re nement of every partition indu ed by
a k - olorable super-graph of G. In other words, these sets are independent sets
that must remain independent sets in every k- olorable super-graph. Monotoni
5

When we test the hardness of oloring, the subje t of another paper, all edges must
be added. The frozen-in edges ould make a big di eren e to a oloring algorithm,
for example by preventing errors high in the sear h tree.
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here simply means that if a graph G is k - olorable, then every subgraph of G is
also k - olorable. Note that \not-k - olorable" is also monotoni (in the opposite
sense).
We all the partition indu ed by frozen-out the for ed equivalen e relation of
G, meaning it indi ates the sets of verti es of G that must be olored the same
in all k - olorings.
Suppose the next edge is added and the pair (x; y ) be omes frozen-out. This
means that the lasses X and Y must merge, and thus we get jX jjY j new frozenout pairs as a result. So the question that ould be asked is, \is the big jump due
to two large lasses merging, or the merging of several smaller ones?" A little
analysis indi ates that the latter must also be happening, but there is another
learer analysis that we investigate next.
After frozen-out and frozen-in are omputed for the full frozen development
of a sequen e, it is an easy matter to start with an empty graph and ompute
a ollapsed graph for ea h index i ex ept when i is frozen-out. To ompute the
ollapsed graph at i, add all non-frozen-out edges up to and in luding the ith.
Then s an forward over the remaining pairs. For every forward pair that is
frozen-out perform the merge. For every forward pair that is frozen-in add the
edge. Due to transitivity, most of these forward operations will be redundant
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Fig. 2. The index of the last edge indu ing a frozen pair ompared to the theoreti al
limit for minimum degree two, and against the natural log. The latter seems to be the
best approximation.

and will require no a tual work to be done.
Now the verti es in the ollapsed graph at index i are lass representatives of
the elements in the for ed equivalen e relation. Simply ounting the number of
verti es in the ollapsed graph gives us the number of for ed lasses. Clearly, for
a graph with no edges this number is n, the number in the original graph. For a
maximal k - olorable graph, the ollapsed graph is a k - lique. So the number of
verti es forms a non-in reasing sequen e from n down to k .
By de nition, for every pair of verti es in the ollapsed graph not joined
by an edge there is a k - oloring of the graph that makes the verti es the same
olor, and another oloring that olors the pair di erently. That is, there are
no frozen-out pairs in the ollapsed graph. This suggests that the study of the
stru ture of this graph ould be of interest.
For this note, we only study the sequen e of the number of verti es in the
ollapsed graph for 3- oloring examples. As one might expe t, there is indeed
a sudden ollapse near the threshold in ea h sequen e. However, if we ompute
the average number of verti es in the ollapsed graph over the sample set, then
the drop looks a lot smoother. The average is not a good indi ator of what
is happening in the individual instan es, at least at the s ale at whi h we are

examining the data.
We ran 100 samples on at ea h value of n = 50; : : :; 225 in steps of 25. First
we show two sets of samples of 15 graphs, ea h from the n = 200 set, graphs
1-15 and 21-35.
The y-axis represents the number of verti es remaining in the ollapsed graph.
The x-labels indi ate that the x-axis is the sequen e index, that is the number
of edges that would be added if none were skipped. We see that typi ally ea h
instan e drops rather rapidly somewhere in the range 430 to 470, whi h when
divided by 200 gives a ratio of 2.15 to 2.35 as we might expe t. The threshold
graph will typi ally o ur very shortly after the big drop given that there are so
many frozen-out pairs lying around after the big drop (the threshold pair must
be a frozen-out pair).
The marked points on the urves represent the e e tive edges, that is those
edges that were not frozen in the sequen e when en ountered and so were a tually
added to the graph. We see that only a small number of edges are a tually
required to ause the atastrophi drop, that is even smaller than the range of
sequen e indi es might indi ate.
More to the point, in gure 4 we plot the average number of verti es remaining in the ollapsed graph for ea h index, together with 20 graphs starting
at sample 41 (n = 200). The average is taken over all 100 samples. Almost all
instan es exhibit a very narrow range over whi h they drop from a fairly well dened region at the top to another at the bottom. And all have at least one large
drop aused by a single edge. The average really only re e ts the per entage of
instan es that have dropped so far, not how fast they drop.
So how fast do the instan es drop? We nd for ea h experiment (i.e. one run
on a sequen e) the one edge that aused the maximum drop in the number of
verti es on that sequen e. Call the number dropped by this edge the maxdrop of
the experiment.
In gure 5 we see that the average maxdrop is from 72% to 44%, a drop of
28% of the verti es on a single edge. This is represented by a near-verti al jump
in the average urve.
Under the assumption of a threshold for 3- olorabillity, we expe t the interval
over whi h the drops o ur to onverge (wrt n). In gure 6 we plot the index (as
a ratio to n) where the ollapse rst has fewer than 80% of its original verti es.
In ontrast, in gure 7 we plot the a tual (top) and relative number of edges
required to ause the graph to drop from 0:9n down to 0:4n verti es. This 50%
interval seems not only to be onverging relative to n but even in absolute terms.
In fa t, there are spe i instan es where an edge aused the drop from above
90% to below 40%, ausing the measured number of edges to be zero.
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Fig. 3. Typi al ollapse of 200 vertex instan es (20 ea h). The y-axis represents the
number of verti es remaining in the ollapsed graph. The x-labels indi ate that the
x-axis is the sequen e index, that is the number of edges that would be added if none
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Fig. 4. Another set from n = 200 with the average of the entire 100 samples overlaid.
Noti e that the average does not losely approximate the shape of any of the urves,
even the most atypi al ase at the far left.
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In gure 8 we plot in the form of error bars for ea h n the average, minimum
and maximum maxdrop of the set of samples. This shows that the average of
 28% is very onsistent, and the remarkable thing is that even the minimum is
onsistent, with the smallest fra tion at 10% for n = 50. That is, in every one of
the 800 trials, there was a single edge that aused a fra tional drop of at least
10%.
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Fig. 8. The average maximum drop on a single edge. The error bars are in fa t the
minimum maximum drop and the maximum maximum drop over 100 samples.

It is intuitively surprising that a single edge would ause a xed fra tion of
verti es to ollapse. However, so far the eviden e is onsistent with this hypothesis. Perhaps for signi antly larger n this fra tion would be redu ed.
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Measuring the minimum violation and the potential

loss of

ollapse

In graph k - oloring we have de ned a threshold with respe t to the frozen development pro ess as the edge whi h when added auses the graph to be ome
non-k - olorable. Let us, for reasons to be ome lear shortly, refer to this as the
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tk0 threshold, where the supers ript k refers to k- oloring. For the rest of this
paper we will assume k = 3 and drop the supers ript.

The subs ript 0 refers to the fa t that we will 3- olor the graph with no
edge violations. When statisti al me hani al models are used to study the phase
transition typi ally the order parameter is taken with respe t to the minimization
of violated edges ( orresponding to lauses in SAT)[5℄ .
In previous work [2℄ and in this paper so far, we have onsidered an approximation to the order parameter by measuring the number of frozen pairs; in
parti ular the number of pairs of verti es that are frozen-out (i.e. must be olored
the same) under all olorings of the graph and the number of pairs frozen-in.
In this note we suggest that we an also take this measure for a sequen e of
thresholds, t0 ; t1 ; : : :.
To de ne this, rst we de ne the (k; v ) frozen development pro ess. We begin
with
a vertex set V = f1; 2; : : :; ng. We generate a random permutation of the
n vertex pairs of verti es S =< S1 ; : : : S n >=< (x1 ; y1); : : : (x n ; y n ) >.
2
(2)
( 2) (2)
We de ne the graph Gm (with respe t to S ) as the n-vertex graph Gm =
(V; Em ) where Em = fS1 ; : : : Sm g. (G0 is the empty graph, onsisting of V
and an empty set of edges.) We say that a graph is (k; v )- olorable if it an be
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Fig. 10.

k- olored by violating at most v edges6.
We say that a pair of verti es Sh = (xh ; yh ) with index h > m is k; v-frozenout at m under (k; v)- olorings if
1. Gm is (k; v)- olorable,
AND
2. for every (k; v)- oloring of Gm we have (xh ) = (yh ).
Note that if we set v = 0 then this is exa tly the same frozen-out we have
used previously. Also, note that if a pair is frozen-out at m, then it is frozen
for every (k; v )- olorable graph Gm0 in the sequen e where m0 > m. We say the
index of freezing of a pair (xh ; yh ) is m if m is the minimum value for whi h the
pair is frozen.
Now we are ready to de ne the multiple thresholds. We de ne the (k; v )threshold as
6

tkv = tkv (S ) = minfm : Sm is frozen the same at m

1g

An edge is violated by a oloring if both end points re eive the same olor.

(1)

We an then de ne the Tvk threshold (the average) as

Tvk =

P

k
S2tv (S )
n!

(2)

2

where  is the set of all permutations of the set of vertex pairs.
Although in prin iple we an now use our frozen development pro ess, the
ost of doing so will be quite high. One measure we do have for n  200 is the
size of the threshold set. The threshold set is the set of edges in the un olorable
threshold graph su h that removing any one of them will make the graph olorable. In other words, it is the set of violated edges in the set of (3; 1)- olorings
of the t30 threshold graph.
Note that on the index before the threshold graph, that is the last 3- olorable
graph, any of the approximately 2:3n edges may be violated in a (3; 1)- oloring.
However, at the next edge every (3; 1)- oloring must violate exa tly one of the
edges in the threshold set.
The data in table 1 show that this is immediately redu ed to approximately
0:35n on average.

Number of Threshold Edges
N

Table 1.

Avg

n Min Max

Std Avg/

50 16.80 11.62

0.34

1

49

75 26.96 18.68

0.36

1

83

100 31.85 21.12

0.32

1

85

125 41.50 29.92

0.33

3

160

150 51.18 34.63

0.34

5

140

175 70.40 49.41

0.40

1

195

200 69.73 52.73

0.35

2

205

The size of threshold sets. We do not have them for 225

yet.

However, an average of 0:35n is nevertheless a large in rease in the freedom of
3- oloring. That is be ause ea h of the edges in the threshold set gives a distin t
set of 3- olorings of the graph when it is the one edge violated, sin e the pair of
verti es re eive the same olor only in those olorings.
We have not yet taken the measurements, but we expe t that the set of frozen
pairs will be greatly redu ed. This is be ause ea h separate violation will result
in a di erent set of pairs being frozen the same.
Finally in gure 11 we show the distribution of the size of threshold sets for
n = 200 over the 100 samples.
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Con lusions and Future Results

We have de ned a ba kbone for 3- oloring based on pairs of verti es that must
re eive the same olor under all olorings and demonstrated empiri ally beyond
reasonable doubt that this measure exhibits a rst order dis ontinuity at the
3- oloring threshold. Sin e this measure is based on elements (pairs) whi h are
quadrati in the number of verti es, and sin e oloring is really a partitioning
problem, we also onverted this measure to one of ounting the number of equivalen e lasses for ed by the set of three olorings. This results in a ollapse
of the graph, whi h shows a orresponding sharp drop in size.
We then pointed out that if we were taking this measure with respe t to
a minimum edge violation oloring approximation, this sharp (dis ontinuous)
hange might be redu ed or eliminated. The empiri al eviden e supporting this
is based on the threshold sets, that is the set of edges su h that the removal of
any one of them would make the un olorable graph olorable. At the threshold,
this set is on average large, possibly 0:35n or larger. This means that allowing
one edge to be violated might ause the t0 threshold to exhibit few or no frozen
pairs.
To verify this last onje ture we need to modify our programs, and likely
make some eÆ ien y improvements, as the number of olorings needed ould be

signi ant.
In a follow on report, nearly omplete, we will show that there is a widening
range ( m=n; 0 m=n) over whi h the best programs available, in luding a onversion to SAT, show exponentially (in n) in reasing median time. This median
growth rate is  2n=25 over the range examined. This result agrees with prior
onje tures, and is supported by theoreti al results on hardness of oloring[4℄.
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